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The Creator’s __________ factor
• A_________________ numbers


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oAVjF_7ensg&feature=channel





The Hubble Ultra Deep Field images reveal the edge of the universe at _______ billion light years away.
Light travels at ____________ miles per second.
Thus the edge of the universe is at least 186,272 miles x 31,536,000 secs/yr x _____ billion light years =
_______________ miles or ___________________________ miles.
The Hubble Ultra Deep Field also reveals that there are over _____ billion galaxies in our universe, each one
with hundreds of ________ of stars, plus planets plus moons.
Psalm 19:1—“The _____________ declare the glory of God; the __________ proclaim the work of his
hands.”



•

A____________ numbers
 Steven Weinberg: Our universe is so finely tuned and so intricately wired that an energy variation of one part
in ________ in its formation would have resulted in no life anywhere in the universe (a variation of one part
out of the number 1 followed by 120 zeros).
 Roger Penrose: By calculating the entropy of black holes has concluded that the probability of a lifeth
rd
supporting universe is 1 in 10 to the 10 to the 123 , or __________________.
th
rd
 To write 10 to the 10 to the 3 would be written as 10 followed by _______ zeros. But to write 10 to the 10th
to the 123rd in one line would extend beyond _________________.
 George T. Javor: It is estimated that there are between ______ to ______ atoms in the observable universe.

•

A_________ numbers
 The number of ways a 206-part human skeleton can be assembled is 1 x 2 x 3 x 4 x 5 . . . x 206 = ______
(1 with 388 zeroes following it).
 Jerry Bergman: If you could complete one new random trial arrangement of these 206 bones every
second “for every single second available in all of the estimated evolutionary view of astronomic time
(about 10 to 20 billion years), using the most conservative estimate . . . . the chances that the correct
general position will be obtained by random is less than _________ in 10 billion years.” “For all practical
purposes a _________ possibility exists that the correct general position of only 206 parts could be
obtained simultaneously by chance—and the average human has about ______ trillion cells! . . . This
illustration indicates that the argument commonly used by evolutionists—‘given enough time, anything is
possible’—is ____________.” (In Six Days, ed John Ashton, p 26, 27)
 Psalm 139:13, 14—“For you created my inmost being; you knit me together in my mother’s womb. I
praise you because I am ____________ and ___________ made.”
•
•

•

W_________________
 Stop, look, and _________________.
 Psalm 8:1, 3, 4
O_________________
 If “wonder” is an emotional response to the creation, “observe” is an _____________ response.
 Romans 1:20—“For since the creation of the world God's invisible qualities—his eternal power and divine
nature—have been clearly _________, being understood from what has been made, so that men are
without excuse.”
W_______________
 Psalm 95:6—“Come, let us bow down in _____________; let us kneel before the LORD our Maker.”
Revelation 4:11—“‘You are worthy, our Lord and God, to receive glory and honor and power, for you
__________ all things, and by your will they were ___________ and have their being.”


“How Great Thou Art!”
WOW; stronomic; 47; 186,272; 47; 2.76090868 x 1023; 100; billions; heavens; skies; tomic; 10120; 1 x 10 10 123; 999; the
bounds of the universe; 1050; 1080; natomic; 10388; once; zero; 75; wanting; fearfully; wonderfully; onder; wonder; bserve;
intellectual; seen; orship; worship; created; created;

